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Abstract

This paper presents an alternative classical mechanics, which can be applied
in any reference frame (rotating or non-rotating) (inertial or non-inertial)
without the necessity of introducing fictitious forces.

Universal Reference Frame

The universal reference frame is a reference frame fixed to the center of mass of the universe.

The universal position̊ra, the universal velocitẙva, and the universal accelerationåa of a particle A
relative to the universal reference frameS̊, are given by:

r̊a = (ra)

v̊a = d(ra)/dt

åa = d2(ra)/dt2

wherera is the position of particle A relative to the universal reference frameS̊.

The dynamic position̆ra, the dynamic velocity̆va, and the dynamic accelerationăa of a particle A of
massma, are given by:

r̆a =
∫ ∫

(Fa/ma) dt dt

v̆a =
∫

(Fa/ma) dt

ăa = (Fa/ma)

whereFa is the net force acting on particle A.
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General Principle

The total positionR̃i of a system of particles of massMi (Mi = ∑i mi), is given by:

R̃i = ∑
i

mi

Mi
(r̊ i− r̆ i) = 0

Therefore, the total positioñRi of a system of particles is always in equilibrium.

Observations

Applying the general principle to a particle A, it follows:

mar̊a−mar̆a = 0 → 1/2mar̊a
2− 1/2mar̆a

2 = 0

↓ ↓

mav̊a−mav̆a = 0 → 1/2mav̊a
2− 1/2mav̆a

2 = 0

↓ ↗ ↓

maåa−maăa = 0 → 1/2maåa
2− 1/2maăa

2 = 0

Substitutinğra, v̆a andăa from page [1] into the above equations, we obtain:

mar̊a−
∫ ∫

Fa dt dt = 0 → 1/2mar̊a
2− 1/2ma(

∫ ∫
(Fa/ma) dt dt)2 = 0

↓ ↓

mav̊a−
∫

Fa dt = 0 → 1/2mav̊a
2−

∫
Fa dr̊a = 0

↓ ↗ ↓

maåa−Fa = 0 → 1/2maåa
2− 1/2ma(Fa/ma)2 = 0

Where 1/2 v̆a
2 =

∫
ăa dr̆a → 1/2mav̆a

2 =
∫

ma ăa dr̆a → 1/2mav̆a
2 =

∫
Fa dr̆a (r̆a = r̊a)
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Reference Frame

The universal position̊ra, the universal velocitẙva, and the universal accelerationåa of a particle A
relative to a reference frame S, are given by:

r̊a = ra + r̆s

v̊a = va + ω̆s× ra + v̆s

åa = aa +2ω̆s×va + ω̆s× (ω̆s× ra)+ ᾰs× ra + ăs

wherera, va, andaa are the position, the velocity, and the acceleration of particle A relative to the
reference frame S;̆rs, v̆s, ăs, ω̆s, andᾰs are the dynamic position, the dynamic velocity, the dynamic
acceleration, the dynamic angular velocity and the dynamic angular acceleration of the reference frame S.

The dynamic position̆r s, the dynamic velocity̆vs, the dynamic acceleration̆as, the dynamic angular
velocity ω̆s, and the dynamic angular accelerationᾰs of a reference frame S fixed to a particle S, are
given by:

r̆s =
∫ ∫

(F0/ms) dt dt

v̆s =
∫

(F0/ms) dt

ăs = (F0/ms)

ω̆s =
∣∣(F1/ms−F0/ms)/(r1− r0)

∣∣1/2

ᾰs = d(ω̆s)/dt

whereF0 is the net force acting on the reference frame S in a point 0,F1 is the net force acting on the
reference frame S in a point 1,r0 is the position of the point 0 relative to the reference frame S (the point
0 is the center of mass of particle S and the origin of the reference frame S)r1 is the position of the point
1 relative to the reference frame S (the point 1 does not belong to the axis of rotation) andms is the mass
of particle S (the vector̆ωs is along the axis of rotation)

The magnitudes̆r , v̆, ă, ω̆, andᾰ are invariant under transformations between reference frames.

A reference frame S is inertial if̆ωs = 0 andăs = 0, but it is non-inertial ifω̆s 6= 0 or ăs 6= 0.

In this paper it is assumed that the dynamic positionr̆cm, the dynamic velocity̆vcm, the dynamic
acceleration̆acm, the dynamic angular velocity̆ωcm, and the dynamic angular accelerationᾰcm of the
universal reference frame̊S fixed to the center of mass of the universe are always zero.

In addition, the universal position̊rcm, the universal velocitẙvcm, and the universal accelerationåcm

of the center of mass of the universe are always zero.
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Kinetic Force

The kinetic forceKa|b exerted on a particle A of massma by another particle B of massmb, caused
by the interaction between particle A and particle B, is given by:

Ka|b =
mamb

mcm
(åa− åb)

wheremcm is the mass of the center of mass of the universe,åa andåb are the universal accelerations of
particles A and B.

From the above equation it follows that the net kinetic forceKa acting on a particle A of massma, is
given by:

Ka = maåa

whereåa is the universal acceleration of particle A.

From page [2], we have:

maåa−Fa = 0

That is:

Ka−Fa = 0

Therefore, the total force(Ka−Fa) acting on a particle A is always in equilibrium.

This paper considers that Newton’s first and second laws are false, since there is no relation between
the acceleration of a particle A and the total force acting on particle A.
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